
Dave Hollister, Case Is Closed
Ok baby come here, look this what we gonna do.
We gonna play this cops and robbers thing, 
but you got to keep this to yourself. I mean....
...you kiling me alright. Listen

Put your hand where I can see em'
License and registration
Your doing 60 in a 35
Do I detect intoxacation
Get up on this ride
Put your hands behind your back
and close your eyes
I'm bout to run you downtown
Lock you up and throw away the key
Tonight I'm going to be your police

You got the right to remain silent
You got the right to keep this on the low
Anything you say or do can be use against
you but as far as I'm concerned cased is closed

If you wanna testify
They have witness protection
But I can save you from this crooked cop
Once I start I won't stop
You want this strong affection
Stop running your mouth (your mouth)
Telling all your friends (your friends)
That you been locked up (locked up)
And you wanna be back in
Your blowing my cover, turn your sirens off
You gone get me fired, for messing with the law

You got the right to remain silent
You got the right to keep this on the low
Anything you say or do can be use against
you but as far as I'm concerned cased is closed

You got the right to remain silent
You got the right to keep this on the low
Anything you say or do can be use against
you but as far as I'm concerned cased is closed

This was suppose to be between me and you
Don't nobody to know the freaky things we do
End this interrogation bodies anticipation
Don't know how long I can wait and you about
to drive me crazy.                        
you wanna be searched, nobody searched and I'm
bout to work. You got offer an extention 
swear not to mention put your right hand in the
sky and keep this all between you and I

You got the right to remain silent
You got the right to keep this on the low
Anything you say or do can be use against
you but as far as I'm concerned cased is closed

You got the right to remain silent
You got the right to keep this on the low
Anything you say or do can be use against
you but as far as I'm concerned cased is closed

Now if you keep this to yourself, we can do this



anytime you want to alright. I aint gonna tell 
nobody far as I'm concerned once we do this 
Case is Closed
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